
Design, create, store and trade 

unique NFTs easily with zero fees! 

Mint,

Trade, Fun



The main reason we decided to build Cloud NFT is that we 

believe that the last four years of NFT market growth 

chaos need to be structured by now. Mass adoption is 

coming with interconnection of the different projects across 

the market and a user-friendly interface.


The main goal of the Cloud NFT project is to create a 

great ecosystem to make it easy to find any NFT at any 

network and trade it cross-chain. We are also planning to 

create a fast B2B API to mint and claim NFTs with low fees


— Peter Bel, CEO & Co-founder 


Cloud NFT & Bizantium




The Core

components

NFT Cloud is aimed to create a full-fledged NFT 
ecosystem that will drastically change the current NFT 
market infrastructure. In order to achieve this, the four 
basic parts were designed. 

Cloud NFT

SaaS (API)

1.1. Wallet

1.2. Aggregator

1.3.  Exchange


Cloud NFT

Application



Cloud NFT

Application

The API is a core component of the system. It allows for 

NFTs’ minting and then brings them to live on the chosen 

blockchain. All processes are done within the NFT Cloud 

platform so that you do not have to pay for the minting and 

creating of your NFTs. 



The Cloud NFT Application consists of three suplementary 

software that helps to ease the initial NFT creation and 

user interaction with the platform. 




Cloud NFT

Wallet

The NFT Wallet allows you to store your newly minted NFTs 

safely. In addition, you are able to send or give NFT as a 

present to your friends and family with another NFT Wallet 

connected!


Create NFTs


Collect NFTs


Send NFTs


Manage NFTs


Gift NFTs


MAIN FEATURES 

Sign Up with

Google/Facebook

Create your first

NFT Collection

Trade your NFT’s

with other

Gift your NFT’s to

your friends

Sell your NFT’s



Cloud NFT

Aggregator

The up-to-date database of digital arts. NFT Cloud provides 

the largest library of the currently minted NFTs and can easily 

connect you to the chosen marketplace to sell yours.


Browse any

decentralized NFT


Marketplace

Buy NFT’s in any

blockchain

Sign Up with

Google/Facebook

Browse all decentralized marketplaces


Buy, sell on decentralized marketplaces


MAIN FEATURES 



Cloud NFT

Exchange

NFT Cloud allows for gas-free and easy-making NFT trading 

through the built-in marketplace. All the processes are 

smoothly done within one united system which allows you to 

design, mint and sell your NFTs in a few clicks! 


No gas fees


Buy NFTs

Sell NFTs


Trade NFTs


MAIN FEATURES 



Cloud NFT

SaaS (API)

The essence of NFT Cloud is NFT Cloud API, a core component that 
drives the whole system. All processes are completed within the Cloud 
NFT platform so that you do not have to pay gas fees for creating your 
NFTs. In addition, it is not necessary to obtain a crypto wallet in 
comparison to standard minting on other marketplaces, for instance, 
OpenSea.



The API also serves as a ready-made tool for flawless NFT-minting 
integration into any existing business. Therefore, we designed it as a 
SaaS that any developer can use completely autonomously or with the 
help of our dev support team. We will reveal more detailed info about 
NFT Cloud SaaS a bit later this month.


Access to Ethereum, BSC, Solana, and other blockchains

Create and manage NFTs in blockchains and Cloud NFT platform

Fast and easy integration

No blockchain/crypto knowledge is required (specific technology stack, 
tx management, gas management).

Flexible permissions (access to Cloud NFT platform, blockchain 
selection, user management)


MAIN FEATURES  (API)



Cloud NFT (CLOUD) 
Token distribution

Seed round

Company reserve

Liquidity pool on Unisw...

Marketing, community i...

Strategic round

Pre-sale

Public sale

5.0%

20.0%

3.0%

Team and advisors

22.0%

7.0%

7.0%

11.0%

25.0%



$CLOUD

utility

Redemption of gas fee for on-chain operations


Facilitating inner transactions


Staking & Yield Farming 


NFT wrapping 


Governance


Exclusive NFT collections & NFT promotion



Roadmap Our main aim is to bring the flawless and easy NFTing experience while giving it the maximum possible 

adoption. NFT Cloud is a complex ecosystem that will be delivered in a few grand Cycles: the Primary 

Cycle, the Core Cycle, the Alloy Cycle. All of those are the major steps on the way to the NFT Cloud 

Сonfluence. See what is ahead so far.



Meet the

core team 

The team behind NFT Cloud unites specialists from various 

disciplines like Blockchain ecosystem development, financial 

market analytics and DeFi prospects, digital marketing 

gurus and NFT enthusiasts. See for yourself! 


